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_______________________________________________
A method for recording brain electrical activity prior
to voluntary movement in man by noninvasive means
and fundamental results obtained with this method
were described. A slow negative electrical cortical
potential was discovered preceding human voluntary
movement, termed the Bereitschaftspotential (BP) or
readiness potential. The BP is the electrophysiological sign of planning, preparation,
and initiation of
5
volitional acts. [The SC! indicates that this paper has
been cited in over 290 publications.]

Readiness for Movement—
The Sereitschaftspotential Story

as the trigger. We did the experiment right away by
literally turning the tape over for analysis, since we
had no reverse playbackor programmable computer. A potential preceding human voluntary movement was discovered and was published in the same
year, introducing the term Bereitschaftspotential (BP,
readiness potential).’ After detailed Investigation,
the Citation Classic was published in 1965.
The German term Bereitschaftspotential made its
way into the English terminology as well (recently,
there was a 2humorous
spelling debate about “Dr.
3
Bereitschaft”). ’ When in the summer of 1964 Hans
Lukas Teuber visited the Freiburg clinic, he tookthe
information back to H.G. Vaughan in New
4 York,
who subsequently confirmed the results.

The response of the scientific community is best
reflected by Sir John Eccles’s comment: “There is a
delightful parallel between these impressively simple
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experiments and the experiments of GalileoGalilei,
who investigated the laws of motion ofthe
universe
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with metal balls on an inclined plain.” For some of
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the several potentials that were found upon closer
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consideration (pre-motion positivity, motorpotential,
and
and so on), it took years until they were confirmed
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by other laboratories.’ Certain potentials that actuNeurologische Klinik
ally came from muscles were mistaken as cerebral
potentials by some investigators.
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The physical signs of cerebral processes related to
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human volition opened9 new fields of research and9
theory into
0 volition,’9 frontal lobe physiology,
learning,’ attention, and the movement-related
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EEC frequency changes
in health and diseases such
t
On a sunny Saturday in the spring of 1964, H.H.
as schizophrenia. ’ Even human freedom
8 9 came
Kornhuber (then chief physician at Richard Jung’s within reach of scientific investigation. ’
Neurological Clinic at Freiburg) and L Deecke (his
We believe that the paper is frequently cited for
doctoral student) went for lunch to the “Gasthaus the following reasons: First, because it offered the
zum Schwanen” on the foot of the Schlossberg hill new technique of time-reversed averaging. Second,
in Freiburg. Sitting alone in the beautiful garden, we because it made clear that cerebral preparation for
discussed our frustration with the passive brain re- voluntary action starts as early as one to two seconds
search prevailing worldwide and our desire to inves- prior to movement onset and is bilateral. Third, in
tigate self-initiated action of the brain and the will. the later course of our research, we sug~estedon the
Consequently, we decided to look for cerebral po- basis of BP recordings in Parkinson patients that the
tentials in man related to volitional acts and to take supplementary motor area must have a priming role
voluntary movement as our research paradigm.
in thepreParation and initiation of voluntary moveWe planned to store the electroencephalogram ment. For the work the Berger Prize of the German
and the electromyogram of the movement on tape EEC Society has been given to HHK, the Science
and to analyse the movement-related cerebral po- Prize of the City of VIm to both of us, and the Dr.
tentials time-reversed with the start ofthe movement Honoris Causa (Brussels) to HHK.
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